Validation of fan beam dual energy x-ray absorptiometry for body composition assessment in adults aged 18–45 years
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Background: Pencil beam dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) has been shown to provide valid estimates of body fat (%BF), but DXA fan beam technology has not been adequately tested to determine its validity.

Objective: To compare %BF estimated from fan beam DXA with %BF determined using two and three compartment (2C, 3C) models.

Methods: Men (n = 25) and women (n = 31), aged 18–41 years, participated in the study. Body density, from hydrostatic weighing, was used in the 2C estimate of %BF; DXA was used to determine bone mineral content (BMC) for the 3C estimate of %BF calculated using body density and BMC (3CBMC). DXA was also used to determine %BF. Analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences in %BF between sexes and among methods.

Results: Women were significantly shorter, weighed less, had less fat free mass, and a higher %BF than men. No significant differences were found among methods (2C, 3CBMC, DXA) for determination of %BF in either sex. Although not significant, Bland-Altman plots showed that DXA gave higher values for %BF than the 2C and 3CBMC methods.

Conclusion: DXA determination of %BF was not different from that of the 2C and 3CBMC models in this group of young adults. However, to validate fan beam DXA fully as a method for body composition assessment in a wide range of individuals and populations, comparisons are needed that use a 4C model with a measure of total body water and BMC.

The technique of dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) has been used to measure bone mineral content (BMC), bone mineral density (BMD), and body composition for almost two decades.1-3 This technique relies on assumptions that the human body can be subdivided into three compartments: BMC, fat mass (FM), and bone free lean mass (BFLM). If DXA accurately and reliably predicts percentage body fat (%BF), it could replace more physically demanding techniques such as hydrostatic weighing (HW). The DXA measurement is fast, involves no physical discomfort, and allows people to be fully dressed as long as there is no metal in the clothing or on their person. For these reasons, it is believed that DXA can be a useful tool for measuring body composition in a laboratory, fitness or wellness programme, and in clinical settings.

A considerable amount of methodology related research has been conducted with DXA during the past two decades. Early research focused on the validation of pencil beam DXA measurements with standard laboratory methods including multicompartiment models.4-6 Although results from these investigations were generally positive, several areas of concern were identified as a result of these investigations. Firstly, Laskey and colleagues7 made the observation that the accuracy in determination of body composition varied depending on the anterior-posterior thickness of the subject. Similarly, Jebb and coworkers8 found that DXA estimates of body composition were less accurate if the anterior-posterior depth of the subject, when supine on the DXA scan table, was ≥ 25 cm. These investigators concluded that a large anterior-posterior tissue mass was responsible for the attenuation of the dual energy x rays, and thus less accurate results were obtained.

Tylavsky and coworkers9 recently examined the use of fan beam DXA for the accurate assessment of body composition compared with a four compartment model (4C) as the criterion method. They found that the Hologic QDR 4500A systematically gave higher estimates of FFM and lower values for FM in older men. No significant differences were found among methods (2C, 3CBMC, DXA) for determination of %BF in either sex. Although not significant, Bland-Altman plots showed that DXA gave higher values for %BF than the 2C and 3CBMC methods.

Conclusion: DXA determination of %BF was not different from that of the 2C and 3CBMC models in this group of young adults. However, to validate fan beam DXA fully as a method for body composition assessment in a wide range of individuals and populations, comparisons are needed that use a 4C model with a measure of total body water and BMC.

Equivalent results were not obtained. A possible explanation lies in the software developed for the determination of body composition. The observations of Tothill et al.9 confirmed the need to use the same instrument and software version during the course of a research investigation to ensure reliable results.

In general, research with pencil beam DXA has been positive.10-11 However, more recent DXA development has included fan beam technology. This technology includes changes in hardware and considerable software development for the assessment of body composition. The fan beam array distributes the x ray across a wider area, shaped like an open fan. The x rays overlap and require multiple detectors to measure the x ray signal. Different manufacturers have different arrangements for the x ray distribution as well as the number and alignment of the detectors. Likewise, software analysis differs between manufacturers.

Abbreviations: %BF, percentage body fat; BFLM, bone free lean mass; BMC, bone mineral content; BMD, bone mineral density; DXA, dual energy x-ray absorptiometry; FFM, fat free mass; FM, fat mass; HW, hydrostatic weighing; TBW, total body water.
adults than the 4C model. From their results they developed a correction factor to use with the Hologic fan beam instrument for assessing older adults. Similar research comparing fan beam DXA with standard laboratory reference methods has not been carried out. Therefore the purpose of this study was to compare body composition assessment using fan beam DXA (Lunar Prodigy) with body composition measurements from two and three compartment (2C and 3C) models.

METHODS

Subjects

Twenty five healthy men and 31 healthy, non-pregnant, premenopausal women aged 18–41 were enrolled. Before participation, written informed consent was obtained from each in accordance with the Human Subjects Review Committee and the Human Radiation Use Committee at the University of California, Davis.

Protocol

All measurements on each subject were made during one four hour period in the Human Performance Laboratory at the University of California, Davis. All subjects abstained from food for at least two hours before testing. Subjects were instructed to arrive hydrated and were not allowed to eat or drink throughout the protocol. They were introduced to all laboratory procedures before participation. In addition, women provided a urine specimen for pregnancy testing to drink throughout the protocol. They were introduced to all

Hydrostatic weighing

Whole body density was determined by HW using the highest underwater weight from three to six trials.11–13 Underwater weight was determined to the nearest 0.1 kg on a 9 kg Chatillon scale. Weight in air was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg on an electronic scale (model 58-501; Circuits & Systems, East Rockaway, New York, USA) and recorded to the nearest 0.1 kg.

Reliability of the investigator using the HW method was shown by measuring three men and three women on three separate days. The mean %BF for the six subjects was 20.88% for day 1, 20.87% for day 2, and 20.91% for day 3. Repeated measures analysis of variance indicated a significant difference between subjects, as expected, but no significant difference between days of testing. The coefficients of variation were 2.1%, 2.1%, and 2.2% for day 1, day 2, and day 3 respectively (table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Day 1</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Day 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.047</td>
<td>1.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.047</td>
<td>1.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.082</td>
<td>1.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>1.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.044</td>
<td>1.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>1.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.051</td>
<td>1.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV (%)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were no significant differences between body density measured on different days. CV, Coefficient of variation.

Multicompartiment equation

To correct for assumptions based on the reference body when using HW, we used a 3C model based on the work of Lohman17 that corrected for differences in BMC (3C BMC). Total body mineral content was calculated by multiplying the BMC by 1.279 to adjust for the non-osseous mineral content of the body. Lohman’s equation is as follows, where M is total mineral content as a fraction of body weight:

%BF_{3CBM C} = \left(6.386/D_b\right) + 3.96M - 6.09 \times 100

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to characterise the subjects, and repeated measures analysis of variance was used to determine investigator reliability for HW. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were examined for all pairwise comparisons between %BF values from each method (2C, 3C BMC, and DXA). Bland-Altman plots were used to examine the results for bias between the methods. Analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences among


Table 2: Physical characteristics of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total group (n = 56)</th>
<th>Men (n = 25)</th>
<th>Women (n = 31)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>25.7 (5.1)</td>
<td>26.2 (3.9)</td>
<td>25.4 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>70.7 (14.4)</td>
<td>82.8 (11.7)*</td>
<td>60.9 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>173.4 (10.0)</td>
<td>181.0 (7.3)*</td>
<td>167.3 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFM2C (g)</td>
<td>57 (13.5)</td>
<td>69.8 (8.3)*</td>
<td>46.6 (5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFM3CBMC (g)</td>
<td>57.4 (14.4)</td>
<td>71.1 (9.1)*</td>
<td>46.4 (5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFM3DAXA (g)</td>
<td>55.4 (13.9)</td>
<td>68.6 (8.7)*</td>
<td>44.7 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%BF2C</td>
<td>19.7 (7.7)</td>
<td>15.3 (6.9)*</td>
<td>23.3 (6.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%BF3CBMC</td>
<td>19.2 (8.6)</td>
<td>13.7 (7.0)*</td>
<td>23.6 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%BFDXA</td>
<td>21.7 (8.4)</td>
<td>16.6 (6.8)*</td>
<td>25.8 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBBMC (g)</td>
<td>3092 (643)</td>
<td>3603 (484)</td>
<td>2648 (380)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FFM, Fat free mass; %BF percentage body fat; 2C, determinations performed by hydrostatic weighing using a two compartment model; 3CBMC, a two compartment model adjusted for variation in bone mineral content; DAXA, values were obtained from fan beam dual energy x ray absorptiometry; TBBMC, total body mineral content.

*Significantly different from women (p<0.05).

RESULTS

The mean age, height, and weight for the 56 subjects was 25.7 years, 173.4 cm, and 70.7 kg respectively. The mean age, height, and weight for the men (n = 25) and women were shown separately in Table 2 with other physical characteristics. The men were significantly taller and heavier than the women and had more FFM and less body fat.

Analysis of variance indicated that, for the whole group, %BF results obtained by the 2C and 3C BMC models and DXA were not different from each other (table 2). There was, however, a significant difference in %BF between the sexes for all methods—for example, men were less fat than women for all methods. The lack of a significant difference in %BF among these methods is also reflected in the estimates of FFM, where no differences were observed in the total group for FFM2C, FFM3CBMC, and FFM3DAXA. Regression analysis showed a range of correlations between the methods from 0.919 to 0.953. Figures 1–3 show comparisons of methods.

Bland-Altman plots showed a trend for DXA measurements to overestimate %BF compared with the 2C (fig 4) and 3C BMC (fig 5) models. Comparing %BF2C with the mean of the %BF2C and %BF3BMC methods resulted in 42 data points out of 56 above the mean of the two methods with a mean difference of 1.0% and a standard deviation of 1.2%.

Similarly, a comparison of %BFDXA with the mean of the %BF2C and %BF3BMC methods showed that 53 out of 56 data points were above the mean of the two methods. This difference averaged 1.45% with a standard deviation of 0.86%.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we compared %BF determinations from a fan beam DXA instrument with those from 2C and 3CBMC. Analysis of variance indicated no significant difference in %BF determined by the three methods. Bland-Altman plots, used to evaluate potential bias in the methods, showed that %BF values determined by fan beam DXA were only slightly higher than those determined by either the 2C or 3CBMC models: by 0.68–1.45%. The findings of the comparison of %BFDXA with %BF2C and %BF3BMC were as expected. This sample of participants consisted of healthy young adult men and premenopausal women for whom the assumptions on the constancy of body compartments should be reasonably accurate. Therefore we expected to find no differences among the methods. Furthermore, it is our belief that the comparison of %BFDXA with the %BF2C and %BF3BMC models is appropriate and accurately reflects the performance of the fan beam DXA. Our results are the first reported for Lunar Prodigy fan beam DXA and therefore there are no other direct comparisons for discussion.

Other research, however, has evaluated the fan beam DXA method specifically using the Hologic QDR 4500A. The first of these studies compared the QDR 4500A with a 4C model for assessment of FFM in older men and women.
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(70–79 years of age). The QDR 4500A overestimated FFM and underestimated FM. These overestimations and underestimations, however, were systematic and thus a correction factor was developed. Tylavsky et al.² compared the QDR 4500A fan beam DXA with an estimate of FFM obtained from total body water (TBW) measurements with changes in body weight. Results from the fan beam DXA were corrected using the correction factor previously developed.¹² The corrected FFM was then compared with FFM estimated from TBW. Overall, the fan beam method provided higher estimates of the change in soft tissue lean mass and lower estimates of the change in FM. The correlations between the change in soft tissue lean mass and the change in FFM from TBW was 0.61. However, the regression coefficients for the slope and intercept included 1 and 0 respectively. Bland-Altman analysis indicated that the fan beam system provided higher estimates of change in soft tissue lean mass and lower estimates of loss of FM than the TBW method. However, the authors noted that significant decreases in bone area (which can affect BMD values) were not observed with weight change, as previously observed with pencil beam instruments.²⁶ Finally, the authors compared the results from the fan beam DXA with those obtained with a pencil beam DXA and concluded that the results were not interchangeable between machines.

Under other circumstances—for example, postmenopausal women, disease conditions, disabilities—in which body compartments may not remain constant, we do not know if fan beam DXA would be accurate. However, this study supports Lunar Prodigy fan beam DXA as an acceptable method for body composition assessment in adults aged 18–45. Although a reference 4C model with TBW derived from D₂O dilution was not available in this study, HW has long been considered the optimum method of measuring body composition for young adult men and women. Our findings show that %BF values from a fan beam instrument were not different from estimates obtained by HW in this group of adults. In addition, when %BF was compared with a 3C model adjusted for variation in BMC, no significant differences were observed.

DXA is also beneficial for several other reasons not directly related to accuracy or reliability. Because it can measure BMC and soft tissue composition in one examination, it is superior to all the other methods. It provides two clinical measurements and does it in less time and with less physical and psychological stress. Generally accepted methods such as skinfolds, HW, and Bod Pod all result in some physical discomfort for the subject. DXA has none of these discomforts. Finally, DXA is a convenient technique for body composition analysis. It costs approximately the same as other instrumentation needed to perform the multicompartmen
t methods and takes up no more space than other standard equipment for 2C and 3C analysis. In addition, DXA analysis provides data not available from the other methods, namely BMD, BMC, and regional body composition. The fan beam DXA instrument is considerably faster than previous models, requires less subject participation than other reference techniques, and may be more useful in the assessment of special populations in which HW is difficult to execute. Clearly, there are numerous reasons to further validate this technology and make adjustments as necessary.

CONCLUSION

There are many potential benefits of using DXA for body composition assessment. Other studies have also shown its reliability and validity.¹³ This study further shows the validity and accuracy of the Lunar Prodigy fan beam DXA instrument compared with 2C and 3C BMC models. Future research is needed, however, to confirm the validity and accuracy of the fan beam DXA compared with a 4C model. Also, the validity and accuracy of this particular fan beam DXA as a technique for all populations and investigative conditions has not been fully investigated and warrants further study. Finally, results from this study suggest that future research efforts with fan beam DXA will be promising.
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